Corrosion study of surface-modified vanadium-free titanium alloys
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Abstract

The present work is part of an investigation aimed to improve the corrosion resistance of three vanadium-free titanium alloys of biomedical interest, Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb, by growing on their surfaces an oxide protective layer. For this goal, different samples were oxidized in air at 750 °C for times ranging from 6 to 48 h. Thickness, morphology and composition of the oxide scales for different oxidation times were investigated by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). After equal oxidation time, the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy exhibited a thinner, more compact and dense oxide layer than the TiNbZr alloys, indicating a slower oxidation rate. Several oxidation times were used in order to obtain oxide scales with similar properties for the three alloys. Different electrochemical techniques were then applied to evaluate the corrosion behavior of the different samples. The oxidized Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy showed the lowest corrosion current densities as well as the best pitting corrosion behavior, and is thereby considered as the best of these materials for biomedical applications.
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1. Introduction

Their excellent mechanical properties combined with a satisfactory corrosion behavior make titanium and its alloys materials widely used for biomedical applications [1–3]. However, although conventional metallic biomaterials exhibit high corrosion resistance values, the material degradation of a metal is never negligible [4,5]. The corrosion process is determined by the ion release of metallic species and is, therefore, mainly a surface phenomenon. For titanium base alloys, the high titanium content promotes an easy reaction with oxygen from atmosphere due to its strong affinity for oxygen [6]. Thus, these materials show a tendency to form a stable and tightly adherent protective oxide layer on their surfaces. This layer provides protection against the harmful effects of aggressive environments and is the responsible of the good corrosion behavior of these materials.

In order to improve not only the corrosion behavior of metallic biomaterials but also their biocompatibility and mechanical properties, numerous surface modification treatments have been studied [7–14]. A simple method to generate a barrier on the alloy surface is to treat it thermally in an oxygen rich atmosphere, which produces a surface oxide layer. This method has already been investigated with different biomaterials as well as with candidates to biomaterials [14–16]. In biomedical applications, the chemical composition and stability of the surface oxide layer is of high interest because the surface of biomaterials is in direct contact with biological tissues.

During the last 50 years in which titanium has been commercially available, many titanium alloys have been developed. However, Ti–6Al–4V has accounted for about 50% of the total market and has, thus, become a standard alloy. For this reason, Ti–6Al–4V has been the first titanium alloy used in prosthetic applications. Recently, vanadium has been classified as one of the elements of the toxic group [17]. The possibility of V release and the increasing trend in the use of prostheses have encouraged the development of new alloys without
V for use in biomedical devices, such as Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–15Mo–3Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb [17–19].

To determine the suitability of a material for body implant applications, several properties must be evaluated. Amongst these properties, the corrosion behavior is of crucial interest, because the ion release from the implant to the surrounding tissues may give rise to biocompatibility problems. The objective of this work is to determine the corrosion behavior of three different titanium alloys, Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb, after an oxidation treatment at 750 °C with the aim of determining the protective capacity of the oxide films formed on the alloys during the oxidation process. To achieve this objective different electrochemical techniques were applied. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and the linear polarization method were used to evaluate the uniform corrosion process. Additionally, since it is very important for a biomaterial to obtain information about the probability of localized loss of passivity, anodic polarization curves were recorded to assess the pitting corrosion resistance of the samples.

2. Experimental

Three titanium alloys with compositions (in weight%) Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb have been prepared by arc melting and then casting in a copper coquille under high vacuum. Oxidation tests were carried out on specimens cut from as-cast ingots by electrospark erosion. Before the oxidation process, the major sample surfaces were abraded and polished using diamond pastes with successively smaller particle size. In the final stage of this process, colloidal silica was used to ensure a surface free of mechanical deformation. Finally, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned with acetone before oxidation. Oxidation was carried out in air in a tube furnace at 750 °C for exposition times of 6, 24 and 48 h.

Characterization of oxidation products was performed using various techniques. The different phases present in the oxide scale were identified from the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns obtained employing Cu Kα radiation. The cross sections of the oxidized samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). To prevent scale loss during metallographic preparation, the surface of the oxidized samples were coated with a thin gold layer by sputtering and then a thicker layer of copper was electrolytically deposited.

Corrosion behavior of the oxidized Ti alloys was evaluated at 37 °C using as electrolyte an aerated solution, the Hank’s solution, which simulates the physiological media of the human body. This solution, with pH 7.4, has the following chemical composition: 8 g 1−1 NaCl, 1 g 1−1 glucose, 0.4 g 1−1 KCl, 0.35 g 1−1 NaHCO3, 0.14 g 1−1 CaCl2, 0.1 g 1−1 MgCl2·6H2O, 0.06 g 1−1 Na2HPO4·2H2O, 0.06 g 1−1 KH2PO4 and 0.06 g 1−1 MgSO4·7H2O. A saturated calomel electrode was used as a reference electrode and a platinum wire as counter electrode. The surface area of the sample, i.e. the working electrode, exposed to the electrolyte was flat with a circular shape of about 25 mm2. The electrochemical experiments were conducted on four different specimens for each alloy and oxidation temperature. The following electrochemical techniques were performed to determine the corrosion properties of the oxidized titanium alloys:

- EIS. To use this method, a sinusoidal potential signal of 10 mV amplitude was applied within a frequency range from 0.001 to 64000 Hz, and the resulting current was measured. Data were recorded at 5-frequencies/decade.
- Determination of the anodic polarization resistance, \( R_p \), by means of the linear polarization method using a potentiostatic step. The sample/electrolyte system can be altered by applying a potential step, \( \Delta E \), for example of 10 mV. The response of this system to \( \Delta E \) is an intensity flow, \( \Delta I \), that is registered versus time up to 60 s. The polarization resistance value is deduced from the equation \( R_p = \Delta E/\Delta I \).
- Anodic polarization potentiodynamic curves to evaluate the susceptibility to the pitting corrosion at a scan rate of 0.16 mV s−1. These experiments were conducted after 18 days of immersion in Hank’s solution, i.e. at the end of the other complementary electrochemical techniques, because it can probably generate the break of the outer layer. The fundamental classical parameters upon which the interpretation of the susceptibility to pitting corrosion are based are the following:
  - The corrosion potential, \( E_{corr} \), that corresponds to the system sample/electrolyte without any external perturbation.
  - The breakdown potential, \( E_b \), that corresponds to the local break of the passive layer. At this point, the intensity grows significantly, due to the pitting formation.
  - The protection or repassivation potential that is reached when the formed pits stop their propagation.

It is important to notice that between the corrosion potential, \( E_{corr} \), and the breakdown potential, \( E_b \), a passive material maintains its passive state, undergoing localized corrosion at \( E > E_b \), with the formation of pits.

Since this work is part of an extensive study aimed to investigate these three Ti alloys for biomedical applications, the corrosion behavior of these materials without
3. Results and discussion

Cross-sectional views of the Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb alloys samples oxidized for 24 h at 750 °C are shown in Fig. 1. These SEM micrographs show clear differences in the thickness of the oxide scales formed on the three alloys. The Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy developed a thin and homogeneous scale of about 2 μm in size, whereas the TiNbZr alloys present a thicker scale, of around 10 and 25 μm for Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb, respectively. The upper regions of the micrographs shown in Fig. 1 correspond to the coarse microstructure with two phases of the metallic materials. These microstructures are rather similar to that of the same alloys without thermal treatment, which were showed and discussed in previous studies performed on these alloys in the as-received condition [20].

Since the oxide layers have been produced to improve the behavior of these materials against corrosion, they must provide a better protection than the passive layer formed in air. For this goal the scales should be compact, adherent and thick enough to ensure the maximum protection. The oxide scale of the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy represented in Fig. 1a was rather thin, and it was concluded that an increase of the scale thickness could be beneficial to ensure a better protection. Thus, for this alloy the oxidation time was increased to 48 h attempting to increase the oxide thickness. The cross-sectional view of the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy oxidized for 48 h at 750 °C is shown in Fig. 2a. As it is observed in this micrograph, the scale formed with this new treatment time was quite similar to that formed after 24 h of oxidation, and only a slight thickness increase was detected. This result indicates that the oxidation rate for this alloy is very slow, which is probably related to the formation of a compact scale. This kind of scales usually has excellent protective properties.

In the case of the TiNbZr alloys, the scales represented in Fig. 1b and c have numerous pores and some longitudinal fissures at the metal-oxide interface. These cracks can produce a detachment of some regions of the scale and, therefore, a worse protection against corrosion. Spallation in other Ti alloys has been observed after the scale has reached a critical thickness. All these observations as well as the considerable thickness of the scales suggest a too long thermal treatment time. Therefore, the oxidation time for the TiNbZr alloys was diminished to 6 h trying to obtain a thinner layer and, thus, to avoid the longitudinal fissures. Fig. 2b and c exhibit the cross-sectional views of the Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb alloys samples oxidized for 6 h at 750 °C. These micrographs show that the scales obtained with this new treatment time were thinner, around 3 and 10 μm for Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb, respectively. However, the new scales still presented some longitudinal fissures and their appearance was similar to that of the previous ones, with many pores.

Identification of the main phases forming the oxide layers was carried out using the XRD patterns obtained from the oxidized alloys. The sample depth of copper Kα radiation under the operation conditions is in the range from 10 to 20 μm. Therefore, in the case of scales which are thinner than the XRD sample depth, the XRD
diagram will give also information of the metallic substrate. For the same alloy, the difference between XRD patterns for different oxidation times was the presence and intensity of the metallic emission. The longer the oxidation times the thicker the scale and the lower the metallic emission. Consequently, the XRD patterns that will provide more reliable information on the main phases forming the oxide layer are the corresponding to the thicker scales. Thus, Fig. 3 shows the XRD pattern of Ti–6Al–7Nb after a heat treatment at 750 °C during 48 h and of Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb after a heat treatment at 750 °C during 24 h. For the oxidized Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy, the XRD pattern shows the presence of three phases: TiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$ and α-Ti, as can be observed in Fig. 3. Since in this case the sample depth is larger than the thickness of the oxide scale, the α-Ti signal coming from the substrate was expected. On the other hand, the XRD patterns of the TiNbZr alloys oxidized at 750 °C for 24 h are formed mainly by TiO$_2$ rutile, as shown in Fig. 3. However, a small contribution of TiZrO$_4$ has been also detected at lower diffraction angles than those represented in Fig. 3. Comparing the three spectra of Fig. 3, it can be observed a small shift of the XRD’s peaks corresponding to TiO$_2$ towards lower Bragg angles for the TiNbZr oxidized samples. This displacement was associated with an increase on the TiO$_2$ lattice parameter produced by the presence of Zr and Nb atoms.

The corrosion behavior of the oxidized alloys was evaluated by means of different electrochemical techniques. These tests were carried out to determine the protective capacity of the oxide layer formed on Ti–6Al–7Nb after a heat treatment at 750 °C during 48 h, and on the two TiNbZr alloys after a heat treatment at 750 °C during 6 h. These oxidation times were selected taking into account that the scales formed under these thermal conditions show the most favorable dimensions and appearances as protective layers. Hereafter, the three alloys after these thermal treatments will be called oxidized alloys.

Fig. 4 exhibits the corrosion current density values, $i_{corr}$, for the three oxidized alloys versus testing time. These data have been determined using the Stern–Geary equation [21] and taking into account the $R_p$ values obtained by the linear polarization method. The values are in a band around 2 × 10$^{-8}$ and 3 × 10$^{-9}$ A cm$^{-2}$.
with a rather stable behavior during the testing period. However, the Ti–6Al–7Nb oxidized alloy shows lower values than the TiNbZr alloys. This result indicates a better corrosion resistance for the Al-containing oxidized alloy. This effect was expected from the SEM investigation, since the Ti–6Al–7Nb oxidized alloy exhibited a more compact and dense oxide layer than the TiNbZr oxidized alloys.

The EIS was applied on the oxidized alloys to verify these corrosion results. The transfer resistance, $R_T$, estimated from the EIS measurements, is similar in some cases to the $R_p$ determined by the direct current techniques. Therefore, taking into account the Stern–Geary equation and the $R_T$ values, the corrosion current densities were calculated and are represented in Fig. 5 as a function of testing time for the three oxidized alloys. The $i_{corr}$ values obtained by EIS are very similar to those calculated with the linear polarization data. Again, these values are very stable with the testing time. However, the corrosion current densities of the TiNbZr oxidized alloys do not show any improvement as compared with the data of the alloys without scale [20]. This result indicates that the oxide layer is a very porous film that allows the access of the electrolyte to the substrate. As a consequence, the corrosion behavior is similar to that of the as-received alloys. This agrees with the SEM observation of the TiNbZr oxidized alloys, where the observed scales appeared rather porous and with some fissures. For the Ti–6Al–7Nb oxidized alloy, the corrosion current density values are slightly better than that of this alloy without scale [20]. This result indicates that the oxide layer formed during the oxidation process on Ti–6Al–7Nb has a protective capacity.

In order to evaluate the susceptibility to pitting corrosion cyclic anodic polarization curves were measured on the oxidized alloys. Fig. 6 exhibits these curves
for oxidized Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb alloys after 18 days of immersion in Hank’s solution. Table 1 represents the main parameters deduced from these anodic polarization curves, the corrosion potential, \( E_{\text{corr}} \), and the passivation current density, \( I_p \). The anodic polarization curves usually allow the determination of the breakdown potential, at which the outer layer breaks locally. At this point, a sudden increase of the current density is detected due to the scale crack. However, as already observed in previous works in titanium alloys immersed in Hank’s solution [20,22], no breakdown is observed and the wide passivation region suggests that the material is in a passive stable state. This result indicates that the probability of pitting corrosion attack is very low for the three studied alloys. The current density values for the two TiNbZr oxidized alloys are very similar. However, the Ti–6Al–7Nb oxidized alloy shows the lowest current density, which indicates a better corrosion behavior in agreement with the results obtained for the uniform corrosion process. The comparison of the anodic polarization curves of Fig. 6 with those of the as-received alloys reveals lower current density values for the oxidized alloys [20]. Thus, a better pitting corrosion behavior is obtained for the three oxidized samples than for the non-oxidized alloys. This result suggests that for the three Ti alloys the oxidation process gives rise to the formation of an oxide layer that improves the protection against pitting attack. Moreover, the anodic polarization curves of the three oxidized alloys show current densities also lower than that found in the conventional biomaterial Ti–6Al–4V [22]. Other usual biomaterials such as Co alloys or coated stainless steels show similar current densities to that found in the oxidized Ti alloys but a breakdown potential is reached after 0.5 V of polarization [22]. This comparison indicates the excellent pitting corrosion behavior of the three oxidized alloys.

4. Conclusions

Three Ti alloys, Ti–6Al–7Nb, Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb, have been thermally treated with the aim of generating a protective oxide layer on their surface. The thickness of the layers formed at 750 °C during 24 h varies strongly depending of the alloy. The main phase observed in the oxide films of the TiNbZr treated alloys is TiO₂ rutile. However, in the case of the Ti–6Al–7Nb a contribution of Al₂O₃ is also detected.

The SEM images show a more dense oxide layer for the Ti–6Al–7Nb oxidized alloy. The two TiNbZr oxidized samples exhibited a porous layer with some small longitudinal fissures.

With the aim of improving the properties of the oxide layers, different heat treatment times were studied. After selecting for each alloy the most favorable thermal conditions, the corrosion behavior of the heat treated alloys immersed in Hank’s solution was evaluated. Thus, Ti–6Al–7Nb oxidized at 750 °C during 48 h and Ti–13Nb–13Zr and Ti–15Zr–4Nb oxidized at 750 °C during 6 h were investigated by different electrochemical techniques.

The results showed that the Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy oxidized at 750 °C during 48 h exhibits the lowest corrosion rates. This result is related to the SEM observations, where a more dense oxide layer was detected for this oxidized alloy. This uniform corrosion behavior has been confirmed by both direct and alternate current electrochemical methods.

The oxidized Ti–6Al–7Nb alloy also shows the best pitting corrosion behavior. However, for all oxidized titanium alloys the probability of pitting formation is very low. A comparison with previous results obtained on non-oxidized alloys reveals a better pitting corrosion behavior for the oxidized alloys. Thus, the scales formed on the alloys after the thermal treatment improve the protection of the material against the pitting attack due to the aggressive environment.

In summary, the morphology of the scale formed on the oxidized Ti–6Al–Nb alloy together with its excellent corrosion behavior make this surface-modified alloy the best of the three studied materials for biomedical applications. On the other hand, although the corrosion behavior of the two oxidized TiNbZr alloys is satisfactory, both of them are unsuitable as biomaterials due to the longitudinal fissures observed in their metal–oxide interface.
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